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About Us
First Grade International was launched in 2003, however, it was
built on foundations that date back to the 1970s. We are
fortunate to have a fantastic heritage of experience throughout
the business.
First Grade International remains unique, originally specialising in
coconut, therefore coconut runs through the veins of our business
and we offer a comprehensive portfolio of coconut ingredients.

Coconut
Dried Fruit
Cocoa & Chocolate

Over the years, we have been actively growing our range and
knowledge to include a wide variety of dried fruit products, tree
fruits, cocoa, chocolate, nuts and dairy alternatives.
Our staff receive comprehensive in-house training of the highest
quality, so they have the skills and knowledge it takes to run a
sophisticated business such as our own. Over 50% of our staff
have in excess of 10 years’ service.
We are proud of the producers we represent as well as the quality
accreditations we have won such as BRC Grade AA for Agents and
Brokers.

Dairy Free Alternatives

Nuts

Technical & Quality
Certification & Memberships

Here at First Grade International, we are certified against the BRC Agents and
Brokers Standard and we are members of Campden BRI. We require that our
suppliers, factories and key partners are certified against GFSI recognised
standards such as BRC, IFS, FSSC and SQF. These standards are the foundation of
our supplier approval process and provide reassurance to us and our customers
that our high standards are being met and maintained.

Responsible Sourcing

First Grade International is an active member of SEDEX the leading organisation
for companies committed to sourcing responsibly and improving conditions for
all parties within the supply chain. We prompt all our suppliers to register to
become members of SEDEX before supplier approval and encourage them to
participate in a third-party SMETA Audit to allow for transparency throughout
our supply chain.

Supply Chain Management

Our supply chains can be both complex and extensive with our suppliers
providing a range of raw materials and finished goods. To support this, First
Grade International has a dedicated and experienced technical team that
carefully monitors and audits suppliers’ sites to ensure that both UK and
International Laws are met. We incorporate the principles of HACCP, TACCP and
VACCP into our audit process and strive to achieve and build a rapport with our
suppliers to ensure transparency and trust.

Modern Slavery Policy

It is required under the Modern Slavery Act 2015 that businesses state the
actions they have taken during the financial year to ensure that modern
slavery is not taking place in both their operations and supply chains. Here at
First Grade International, we see slavery, forced labour and human trafficking as
fundamentally unacceptable within our business. As a company, we firmly
support the movement for transparency and collaboration from businesses to
eliminate this risk.

Coconut Harvesting & Monkey Abuse Policy
First Grade International Limited, being the largest importer of coconut
products in the UK, are able to offer absolute assurance that there is no abuse
of monkeys in our plantations in Indonesia or our supply base in the Philippines.

COCONUT

Desiccated
Coconut
Desiccated Coconut
We keep sizeable stocks of medium grade, fine grade as well
as extra-fine grade, which also can be sweetened or toasted.
All varieties are ideal for all types of bakery, cakes, and
biscuit manufacturing, and even increasingly in savoury
products too.
This stalwart of the coconut range remains an ideal way to
add flavour and texture to a wide range of dishes.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

10kg

Medium, Fine, or Extra Fine
Superfine (Flour)
Low Fat (50%)
Reduced or Full Fat (58-65%)
Organic
Toasted
Sweetened
M&S Approved

40 Cartons per Pallet

25kg
18-24 Bags per Pallet

Fancy Cut
Coconut
Fancy Cut Coconut
We carry a range of fancy cut desiccated coconut in both raw
and toasted formats and shreds and threads in both
sweetened and unsweetened formats. These are ideal for
specialist bakery, confectionery and breakfast cereal work.
This is an area where high quality is absolutely essential.
Our varieties ensure that we are the “go-to” business for the
UK and Continental major food manufacturers

Pack Sizes

Varieties

10kg

Conventional/Raw Chip
Toasted Chip
Long Shred Desiccated Coconut
Toasted Desiccated Coconut
Sweetened Golden Nibs
M&S Approved

49 Cartons per Pallet

Coconut
Milk & Cream
Coconut Milk & Cream
Aseptic Coconut milk is hugely popular with demand coming
from a wide range of users across the food industry. Only the
best quality coconuts are selected to produce the highest
quality coconut cream using state-of-the-art manufacturing
technology and equipment.
Our coconut milk and creams contain no additives or
stabilisers and are fully homogenised, providing a perfect mix.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

20kg Carton

17% Fat Coconut Milk
24% Fat Coconut Cream
Organic
M&S Approved

48 Cartons per Pallet

200kg Drum
4 Drums per Pallet

Coconut
Water
Coconut Water
The demand for coconut water has risen dramatically over the
past few years, it has now become a staple in the beverage
industry as well as a very useful ingredient to dilute the more
expensive fruit juices and to also reduce the overall sugar
content of fruit juices.
Coconut water is known for its natural source of minerals,
anti-oxidant properties, and health benefits.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

200kg Drum

Single Strength
Concentrated
Frozen

4 Drums per Pallet

Creamed
Coconut
Creamed Coconut
This is a specialist coconut ingredient which we are proud to
have developed. They can be delivered in a convenient format
for handling and use in a manufacturing environment. Using a
unique manufacturing process, we form the product into
uniform, free-flowing, squares that melt evenly when used.
This product can be the most cost-effective way of putting
coconut fat into both savoury and sweet products.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

14kg Cartons

Standard Grade (with So2)
Standard Grade (So2 Free)
Ultrasmooth
Organic
M&S Approved
Sweetened

60 Cartons per Pallet

Coconut
Milk Powder
Coconut Milk Powder
Coconut Milk Powder is ideal for use in dips and dressings,
especially where there is no further heat treatment carried
out. It dissolves easily and is an excellent shelf-stable
ingredient for confectionery or savoury dishes.
Combine with hot water to replicate coconut milk, then use as
a flavouring for ice cream, yoghurt, sauces, and beverages.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

15kg Cartons

Full Fat (65%)

45 Cartons per Pallet

Vegan
Available H2 2022

Coconut
Sugar
Coconut Sugar
The availability of coconut sugar has meant that many
manufacturers are considering its uses very carefully. The
Low GI rating makes it a fantastic ingredient. Its use in ethnic
cooking has been widespread for years but due to difficulties
in the supply chain, manufacturers often use cane sugar.
Coconut sugar has a rich, caramel flavour which is especially
appealing in desserts as well as savoury dishes.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

10kg Cartons

Conventional
Organic

80 Cartons per Pallet

25kg Cartons
40 Cartons per Pallet

DRIED FRUITS

Raisins
Raisins
Our raisins are mostly produced using the famous Thompson
White Seedless Grape, but we are now seeing other varieties
gaining popularity such as the Chilean Flame variety which is
a larger grape giving a much bolder raisin.
We can offer a wide range of sizes, moisture levels, and colour
variations depending on our customers' requirements.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

12.5kg Cartons

Turkish
South African
Chilean
Midget Raisins
Jumbo
Flame Raisins
Golden Raisins

80 Cartons per Pallet

Sultanas
Sultanas
Sultanas are dried to a rich golden-brown colour and are
among the most popular dried sweet fruit due to their size,
succulence and sweetness. Our BRC-certified suppliers use
state-of-the-art machinery to process the fruit to ensure the
highest standards for our customers.
We can offer various varieties and origins to meet
manufacturing specifications for each use.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

12.5kg Cartons

Low or High Moisture
Low Micro
Pasteurised
Midget
Jumbo

80 Cartons per Pallet

Apricots
Apricots
Deliciously golden and wonderfully sweet, the Turkish Dried
Apricot remains extremely popular with a wide range of uses
such as breakfast cereals, cakes, and biscuits. Only the
highest quality will do; this ingredient is mixed straight into
blends with no further cooking or cleaning requirement.
We can offer various chop sizes of diced products, and even a
specialist ‘cheese grade’ product.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

12.5kg Cartons

Natural or Sulphured
Whole Apricots
Diced Apricots
3-5mm, 6-9mm, 8-10mm
Low Micro
Cheese Grade

80 Cartons per Pallet

Dates
Dates
Our BRC accredited Turkish fruit supplier has installed a
modern processing facility including the latest X-ray and
laser technology so we can offer superb, ready-to-use
chopped dates and date paste.
Our products are regularly used in the most demanding parts
of the food industry such as breakfast cereals and bakeries.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

10kg Cartons

Date Paste
1-3mm Chopped in Rice Flour
6-12mm Chopped in Rice Flour
High or Low Moisture

80 Cartons per Pallet

Cranberries
Cranberries
Cranberries have added a new dimension to our range This US
staple is beginning to become a firm favourite in the UK and
Europe with its well-recognised sharp fruit flavour.
A fabulous partner with cheese and classic seasonal dishes it
is now becoming a year-round favourite. Available in both
sugar-infused and fruit juice infused, in whole, sliced and
diced formats and even a specialist ‘cheese grade’ product

Pack Sizes

Varieties

11.34kg Cartons

Dried and Sweetened
Juice Infused
Whole or Sliced

60 Cartons per Pallet

Currants
Currants
Greece has been the home of currants for many years, but we
are seeing Australia and South Africa start to produce some
very high-quality and competitive fruit.
Currants provide a unique dried fruit experience and will
remain popular in classic uses in the fruit cake and, of course,
the ever-loved “Eccles Cake".

Pack Sizes

Varieties

12.5kg Cartons

Small or Medium
South African or Greek Origin

80 Cartons per Pallet

Prunes
Prunes
The world supply of prunes is changing radically with many
origins reducing capacity as more profitable alternative crops
push their way in. We are fortunate to have a great partner in
Chile where prune production is expanding to fill the hole left
by the reduction in California.
Chilean quality is excellent for all types of use and we offer a
variety of sizes.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

10kg Cartons

Pitted Prunes 60/70
Pitted Prunes 50/60
Pitted Prunes 40/50
Natural Condition

80 Cartons per Pallet

Banana
Banana
Due to our strong coconut connections in the Philippines, we
have been able to visit a wide range of producers to seek out
the most suitable, who can also meet our high standards. We
are regular suppliers to both the breakfast cereal producers
as well as the snack manufacturers.
We have also seen a widening of interest in using banana
chips for decoration and inclusion in cakes and biscuits.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

8kg Cartons

Sweetened or Unsweetened
Whole Sliced
Broken Bits
Banana Nibs

72 Cartons per Pallet

Pineapple
Pineapple
We can offer the finest canned pineapple available, made
from the 'Spanish Queen' variety, known for its golden colour
and sweet flavour. The pineapple fruit is grown between the
coconut palms, utilising the space and similar growing
conditions to have a lower impact on the environment.
This product has a variety of uses in bakery, beverages,
savoury dishes and more!

Pack Sizes
18.36kg A10 Cans
56 Cases per Pallet

Varieties
Pineapple Crush in Natural Juice
Pineapple Pieces in Light Syrup

COCOA & CHOCOLATE

Cocoa
Powder
Cocoa Powder
Cocoa Powders have wide uses across the food industry from
simple colouring to adding exquisite aromas and flavours. We
stock a wide range of cocoa powder varieties such as low fat,
high fat, natural, alkalised, red, and black to ensure we can
provide our customers with the perfect cocoa powder for their
application.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

25kg Bags

23 Colour Varieties
Low Fat (10-12%)
High Fat (20-22%)
Organic
UTZ/Rainforest Alliance MB
Fairtrade MB
M&S Suitable

40 Bags per Pallet

5kg Cartons
96 Cartons per Pallet
Medium Alkalised or Black

Cocoa
Butter
Cocoa Butter
Cocoa butter is the edible fat extracted during the processing
of cocoa beans. This is an essential ingredient in chocolate
making, however, it can also be used in confectionery,
desserts, and cosmetics.
We want our customers to enjoy wider choices so we can
offer cocoa butter in block and liquid format, with
certifications such as Rainforest Alliance (Mass Balance), and
Organic.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

25kg Cartons

Deodorised
Velvet
Polar White
Cosmetic/Pharmaceutical Grade
Organic
UTZ/Rainforest Alliance MB

40 Cartons per Pallet

Liquid Tankers
From 10MT to 22MT

Cocoa
Liquor
Cocoa Liquor
Cocoa liquor is 100% cocoa mass available in solid or liquid
form. It contains both cocoa solids and cocoa butter in
roughly equal proportion and is produced from cocoa beans
that have been dried, roasted, and separated from their skins.
Cocoa liquor is a key ingredient in chocolate making, but can
also be pressed to create cocoa cake (precursor to cocoa
powder) and cocoa butter.

Pack Sizes

Varieties

20kg Bags

Kibbled or Drop Format
Block Format
Liquid Tankers
Single Origin
Organic
UTZ/Rainforest Alliance MB

50 Cartons per Pallet

25kg Cartons
40 Cartons per Pallet

Chocolate
Chocolate
Chocolate is made from a mixture of cocoa mass, cocoa butter,
milk, and sugar. With direct access to some of the world’s
largest chocolate producers, we are now able to offer a wide
range of high-quality chocolate for a multitude of
applications such as coating, baking, desserts, chocolate bar
making, decoration, and more.

Varieties
Easy Melt Chocolate (Dark, Milk, White)
20kg Bag x 36/Pallet

Chocolate Drops/Chips or Chunks (Dark, Milk, White)
12kg Carton x 60/Pallet

Chocolate Powder (Dark, Milk, White)
12kg Carton x 60/Pallet

Milk Chocolate Top Flakes
5.1kg Carton x 60/Pallet

Cocoa
Cake
Cocoa Cake
We are able to supply cocoa cake, both natural and alkalised,
from various origins in order to suit the specific needs of our
customers across the globe.
Cocoa beans are cleaned, roasted, and milled to obtain a liquid
slurry called cocoa liquor, which is the main ingredient for
chocolate. The cocoa liquor is then hydraulically pressed,
which results in two components; cocoa butter and cocoa
cake. The cocoa cake can then be further processed into a
multitude of cocoa powder varieties such as natural, alkalised,
or high fat.

Varieties
Low Fat (8-12%) or High Fat (18-24%)
Natural or Alkalised
Expeller

DAIRY FREE
ALTERNATIVES

Dairy Free
Alternatives
Dairy Free Alternatives
We offer a delicious range of coconut-based milk, yoghurt and
hard and soft cheese alternatives which are very similar in
taste and functionality to their dairy equivalents. These were
developed for food manufacturers using our experience of
creating a successful range of branded products that are sold
in the retail channel.
Our dairy alternatives are extremely versatile and free from
all 14 major food allergens, making them safe for those with
food allergies or intolerances.

Varieties
Hard 'Cheddar' Style Cheese
Spreadable Soft Cheese
Yoghurt - Plain or Greek
Ambient Milk
Butter Spread

NUTS

Walnuts
Walnuts
Chilean walnuts are among the most popular variety of
walnuts in the world Chile is the largest exporter of walnuts
in the southern hemisphere and second-largest globally. The
Chilean walnuts are seen as the best quality walnuts due to
their excellent weather conditions.
Walnuts are beneficial to heart health and metabolism and
are rich in nutritional value.

Pack Sizes
10kg Bags
50 Cartons per Pallet

Varieties
Large or Medium Wholes
Walnut Pieces
Extra Light
Light

Pecans
Pecans
Pecans are a type of tree nut native to North America. Thanks
to their rich buttery flavour, they’re a common ingredient in
appetisers, desserts, and main dishes alike. Pecans are rich in
several important nutrients, including fibre, copper, thiamine,
and zinc.
We work with a leading South African supplier to ensure you
receive only the best quality nuts.

Pack Sizes
10kg Bags
50 Cartons per Pallet

Varieties
Whole Pieces
Bits
Halves

We Provide Exciting Ingredients
You Can Trust
+44 (0) 1564 731 980

www.fg-int.co.uk

Innovative Products

We’re constantly developing and introducing new, exciting
products into our range to lead food ingredient development.

Market Insights

Our procurement team share regular market updates with our
customer base to support you in making the best purchasing
decisions.

UK & EU Based Warehouses

We keep high stock levels across our UK & EU based
warehouses, ensuring we can fulfil our core product lines with
short lead times and excellent reliability.

bulksales@fg-int.co.uk

First Grade International
Coconut House
Isidore Road
Bromsgrove
United Kingdom
B60 3FQ

First Grade Agency Ltd
271 Bukit Timah Rd
#05-01 Balmoral Plaza
Singapore
259708

First Grade International Ltd, Coconut
Coconut House, Isidore Road, Bromsgrove, United Kingdom, B60 3FQ
+44 (0) 1564 731 980 | bulksales@fg-int.co.uk | www.fg-int.co.uk

